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This new Honda CBR replaces the outgoing model. It's affectionately known as the 'CB thou' by
enthu. Steering is ultra light and accurate at all speeds, OE Bridgestone BT tyres have adequate
grip and front brakes have lots of feel and power and if you hammer them really hard the hazard
lights come on! The standard suspension is set for a plush ride, but gets floaty when you push
hard and pegs stay nicely away from tarmac at full lean. Happily the Honda goes as well as it
looks. A new ride by wire system replaces the old throttle cables and the motor has Blade
SP-style forged pistons, a gas-flowed head, increased valve lift and a higher compression ratio.
Throttle bodies are up from 36mm to 44mm and the motor breathes through a new airbox and 4.
It scores 3. This is Honda build quality and attention to detail at its magnificent best. The devil is
in the detail and you get the feeling every component was thought through and lovingly chosen
by the Japanese engineers: the fresh-from-the-gun deep black gloss paint finish, the brushed ali
panelling, red saddle stitching and embossed radiator guard and seat-back logos. The red
sprung Showa shock screams Suzuka 8 Hour factory superbike and everything from the ali
single-sided swingarm pivot plates to the engine covers look anything but mass-produced.
Riding modes, that started life on the RCV-S and trickled down to the new Blade, Gold Wing and
Africa Twin, give you the choice of Rain, Standard and Sport settings with ascending levels of
power, engine brake and torque control. None of the rider aids hinder you on the road, but serve
as a silent safety net for when you need them. The CBR is a popular bike for those who like to
modify their machines. In fact, Honda displayed 12 versions at the Wheels and Waves Festival
in A fine machine, but lacked soul and performance compared to its rivals. Has a quickshifter,
heated grips, brushed aluminium front mudguard and rear hugger panels, a fly screen, single
seat cowl and radiator grill with CBR logo. Read what they have to say and what they like and
dislike about the bike below. I would rec to a friend. I like Hondas bravery here. It isn't a full
retro which is a good thing - the 's were a long time ago. It has cafe racer leanings but also has
its own design statement. Modern, elegant but taking some of the better design tips from the
past. Overall its best feature is the handling. It is a fast Fireblade powered and flickable machine
perfect for street carving, filtering, traffic or an enthusiastic blap out on the A and B roads for a
50 mile blast. Just don't try long distance touring without changing the seat! Handling is sharp
and spot on - some say rear shock is poor - I don't get it myself. It works better if you push on
through the corners Give it a good chance before rushing off for a Hagon or Nitro after market
The front big piston showas are really good. My 4 stars is down to only one thing as the brakes
are superb - progressive with great feel and very undemanding - NO, it's the seat!! I have a VFR
and that seat I can be on all day. Lovely thing. Great midrange now Big H have remapped the
power curve, and loves the revs. All the best features of an in line 4. I don't get any vibes
through my bars. Smooth response from the ride by wire. Fast enough for anyone quite frankly,
especially when you combine the sprightly performance with the pin sharp handling. For road
riding, especially urban, you can comfortably run with all comers! Beautifully engineered.
Rimless tank, silky quickshifter and auto blipper, elegant single sided swing arm, crafted alloy
wheels, aluminium not plastic body parts, etched engine casings, classy tapered tube handle
bar, forged pistons, more mid range grunt, superb brakes. No corrosion but only done low
miles. Never failed. Don't yet know, but Honda build, and made in Japan. Ex Fireblade engine
has been around for years with millions of test miles under its pistons so most problems will
have been sorted. Also, the Fireblade engine welcomes 'hard revs' so there will difficulty in over
doing it on this engine. Auto blipper and quick shifter a work of art. Some say they get a 'fal;se
neutral' with the quick shifter between 1st and 2nd - well I was always told not to use the QS
between 1 and 2. The OE Bridgestones mine came with are absolutely fine. Trust them Excellent
service from them. Replace at all costs. You might great some corrosion under the plastic panel
at the front of the tank, remove the plastic and spray with acf50 right off the bat. If you have a
tracker, get a trickle charger. OEM tyres are rubbish, swapped mine for Road 5's from purchase,
had no issues. Great build quality and in my opinion - one of the best looking current bikes. It
loves to rev and is seriously fast. Handling is good, but unlike most reviews, I find it a bit harsh.
It's better when you are pushing on. Some come with Bridgestone tyres and others have
Dunlop. Apparently it is well worth making sure you have the Bridgestones. They are very good.
It is expensive, but the quality and thought that has gone into the design does show, and grows
on you. Heated grips and the quick shifter are very welcome. It definitely has soul, whilst being
a solid and dependable Honda. Really pleased with it. A bit firm but very secure. Brakes are
excellent. The seat is pretty hard and I'm glad to get off it after miles. There is some space to
shift about though. There is some high frequency vibration on the right bar which I hope may
reduce over time or maybe I'll get used to it. Cracking engine. Honda bombproof and it loves to
rev. Top quality. Nothing has gone wrong and I don't expect it to. Heated grips and the quick
shifter are great. I've added an Arrow exhaust, which saves lots of weights and is much smaller
- showing off the single sided wheel. Cruise control would be useful so you can get your right

hand away from the vibration occasionally. Buying experience: Bought from Graftons in Milton
Keynes. Top notch shop. It's like a family shop, but very professional. Quickshifter - buttery and
robust. Build quality - it's a Japan-built Honda, so nuff said. Right first time. Looks - subjective I
know, but I love how I look on it when passing shop windows. Useful riding modes that really
help in real world situations. Worst: Stupid pointless fairy lights - what was Honda thinking?!!
No ambient temperature gauge - Honda could fix this for a fiver. Handling spoiled by cheap rear
shock - replaced by me with an aftermarket Nitron R1 so now gorgeous. A really mucky bike in
the wet, not helped when I switched to a tail tidy plate holder. Not unique to this bike though. It
would be nice if manufacturers could find a way of keeping my back clean when it rains. Trigger
operates traction control rather than the headlight flasher. I have never wanted to turn off TC on
the fly, whereas I tend to use the headlight flasher a lot in ordinary road situations. This is
primarily a road bike after all. Rubbishy slippery OE tyres - I wonder how many sales are lost
because potential buyers think that scary moment on the test ride was down to the bike. Follow
Ducati's lead Honda and put proper rubber on your new bikes. Mirrors that look like centipede
antennae and don't work very well anyway. At least offer bar-end mirrors as a cost option. Tank
filler - too much splash back means filling up is a pain. Headlight looks pretty but is virtually
useless as a means of illuminating the road in front after dark. Bike is perfect for summer blasts
on B roads but then, which bike isn't? It's comfy enough for most riding. It's not a long distance
tourer - I usually need to fill up at c miles and am always glad of the break. I never take a pillion.
Fit decent tyres from new and sell the OE crap on Ebay. Also, replace the shock with something
better. Creamy inline four that's got loads of grunt and flexibility. It's a bloody fast bike so the
fact that it's a naked bike means that wind resistance keeps me out of jail. Great build quality.
No corrosion so far after 2. No breakdowns and no part has failed. Even the 16k valve service
wasn't that bad. Service manager told me that they hardly ever need to touch the valves on
these bikes. Nothing goes wrong between services. So although the upfront price may look rich
versus the rivals, it soon becomes obvious that it's money well spent. Bomb-proof reliability is
priceless - especially when you're planning a continental trip. Favourite features - probably the
riding modes, the quickshifter, the brakes. I favour Michelin Road 5 or their predecessors but
imagine almost anything will be better than what it comes with as standard. Buying experience:
Bought new from dealer. Great design with neoclassical appeal. Riding position almost perfect,
but saddle comfort could be a little better. This bike handles well, having had a CBRFS amazing
bike and should Honda would do well to revamp this legend and a couple of Blades, culminating
in the last one you could actually tour, the , the CBR fees solid, reassuring and a pleasure to
ride on the twists and turns, but is equally at home in commuter traffic. My one issue is the
amount of false neutrals from the quick-shifter. There are various power, torque and engine
breaking settings and these can also be personalised. The heated grips work brilliantly. My last,
personal note is that I am a Bridgestone fan. When researching this bike, prior to purchase,
every review, official or otherwise, had the bike shod in Bridgestones. Quickshifter needs a little
improvement between 1st and 2nd. Buying experience: Good buying experience, apart from the
tyres, which I had to pay to rectify. Awesome performance, very well balanced even at low
speeds. No self canceling indicators, tyres only good for warmer months. I do need to get the
suspension set up for me as it is a bit too bouncy. No matter what hear you are in it pulls, I love
2nd and 3rd gear and the acceleration for the faster rides but you could quite easily leave it in
5th or 6th, I also like the engine braking especially in 2nd gear on twisties. The bike feels like it
is in sports mode after the service even though the setting is in standard, very pleased. I would
have expected heated grips on a new U. Buying experience: excellent Derby Honda dealer. The
suspension Honda have set a few notches off dead soft, so a lot of people are replacing rear
shocks, this appears to mainly be larger riders, i have had my suspension set up and its much
more planted and useable! The brakes appear sharp and give plenty of stopping power! Despite
the CAT being in place i find the power more than enough and midrange is good fun,the front
wheel often pops up and skips about under acceleration and with the right rider will wheelie no
problem. I have had my tank and seat replaced under warranty ,the new tank is scratched
beyond belief and the rust i am in no doubt will appear again.. Other owners suffer
condensation in the display to the point they have had them replaced,failing peeling paint
around the sump bolt is another issue, so in short Honda have really dropped the ball on finish!
As there was nothing else modern and quite fast available, I went for the CBR. I guess only the
brakes and the front-fork. The strong suit of this bike are the brakes and with a few turns toward
hard on the rear-damper the suspension. Could be stronger - especially in the middle of the
rev-range you feel a torque-plunge that really goes on your nerves. Sixth gear uphill around 6 rpm it nearly stagnates. I have installed a Shark Track Raw Slip-on exhaust with claims to bring
4 additional hp. I wreck my brain why they did not use the SC59 engine as basis - so much more
expensive? The core-virtues of Honda are still well made - very smooth engine and everything

seems well crafted and engineered. As Honda seems not to be able to sell its huge stock, you
can get them at a bargain, far under listprice. With ccm you are in any case in the to ccm-range due to a bit lower horsepower it is a few Euros cheaper than my previous GSX-S. The
fuel-economy is on average - I neet 5,66 l to kilometers on very low-rev-pace. I was used to 5 l
straight with the Suzi and a bit more punch through the rev-range. First thing you need to install
is something against the wind as soon as you go over urban-riding, onto country roads or
tours. I was pondering a long time what will not worsen the looks of the already not so sharp
front with the round headlight and reduce wind-pressure. I chose the Puig F eventually. The
traction-control is very different to the GSX-S - I was used to have power on full and traction on
highest safest setting. Worked perfectly on the GSX - you never had the feeling you are
hindered but super safe and fast. The same setting on the CB frustates you as it brutally slowes
you down - somehow unnecessarily overzealous. Strangely when going uphill fast through
corners in high gear it also brings you down although the wheel are most likely not to spin Then
I went down to two bars in the User-mode - same. Then I went down to only one bar left for
traction-control. Now it is not as intrusive as to slow you down but I am a bit anxious what
happens when I accelerate fully and lose grip I tested this setting on a gravel parking-area - it
does work at least there. ABS is excellent front and rear. Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners'
reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 20 images. View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two years.
Model history CBR launched. Engine 5 out of 5 Lovely thing. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Don't yet
know, but Honda build, and made in Japan. Equipment 5 out of 5 Auto blipper and quick shifter
a work of art. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 only done odd miles in two years due
to lockdown, so will see. Equipment 5 out of 5 OEM tyres are rubbish, swapped mine for Road
5's from purchase, had no issues. Engine 5 out of 5 Cracking engine. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5
The list price is high, but I got a cracking deal. Equipment 4 out of 5 Heated grips and the quick
shifter are great. Engine 5 out of 5 Creamy inline four that's got loads of grunt and flexibility.
Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Even the 16k valve service wasn't that bad. Equipment 4 out of 5
Favourite features - probably the riding modes, the quickshifter, the brakes. Engine 4 out of 5
Quickshifter needs a little improvement between 1st and 2nd. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Only had
first service so far. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 No matter what hear you are in it
pulls, I love 2nd and 3rd gear and the acceleration for the faster rides but you could quite easily
leave it in 5th or 6th, I also like the engine braking especially in 2nd gear on twisties. Equipment
3 out of 5 I would have expected heated grips on a new U. Engine 5 out of 5 this underpowered
naked honda? Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 again too soon to tell. Equipment 4 out of 5 dealer fitted
new tyres after only miles and also have the aftermarket slip on, so all good. Engine 5 out of 5
Despite the CAT being in place i find the power more than enough and midrange is good fun,the
front wheel often pops up and skips about under acceleration and with the right rider will
wheelie no problem. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 i have given the bike the rating i have due to the
many issues the bike has shown over the months,not just from myself but from the many
owners worldwide who voiced these views on owners groups. Engine 3 out of 5 Could be
stronger - especially in the middle of the rev-range you feel a torque-plunge that really goes on
your nerves. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5 As Honda seems not to be able to sell its huge stock, you
can get them at a bargain, far under listprice. Equipment 3 out of 5 First thing you need to install
is something against the wind as soon as you go over urban-riding, onto country roads or
tours. Medium Single rear Showa shock, adjustable for preload and rebound damping.
Summary of owners' reviews. Rather than a fire-breathing super naked, instead Honda created
an easy-going roadster with a motor lacking that spark of excitement required on such an
aggressively styled machine. However, to the canny used bike buyer, this unpopularity makes
the CBR a brilliant, reliable secondhand buy that can be injected with a bit of attitude through
some cheap and simple upgradesâ€¦. The heart of any bike is its motor and on paper the CBR
should have delivered. Honda also fitted a new IACV intake air control valve to the CB, which
they claimed removed low speed jerky throttle response. Constructed from three hollow cast
sections front head pipe, backbone and swingarm pivot it was, they claimed, lighter than a
tubular steel frame of a similar style yet stiffer. The frame was designed with a focus on
mass-centralisation, hence the low-slung exhaust which contained a big catalytic converter as
Euro3 emissions laws had come into force. The shock only has adjustable preload and rebound
damping. The CBS system links the rear brake pedal to the rear caliper and centre piston on the
right side front caliper while the remaining pistons on the front calipers are only activated by
the front brake lever. The CBR is a naked bike, so the riding position is exactly what you would
expect â€” upright and exposed. The bars are nice and wide, the pegs low and the small dash
cover does absolutely nothing to help deflect any wind flow. While the CB lacks any proper
pillion grab rails, there are indents on the bottom of the seat unit that act as hold points. A lot
was expected of the CBR in , but sadly it failed to meet expectations. Where its rivals thrilled

with motors that were far closer to their sportsbike brethren, the CB failed to set pulses racing.
It was described as sophisticated and refined, but not exciting and thrilling and that killed its
salesâ€¦. It depends on what you are after in your naked bike. If you want a roadster that is fast
but not over the top, has a solid chassis and interesting but not wild looks, the CBR is a good
buy. Especially when you consider its price tag. The CBR is a very good used buy as so little
goes wrong with it, effectively you are buying on condition and extras, which is a good starting
point for any second hand purchase. And as always, look for signs of the adjuster point being
chewed up by incorrect use of or not even using a C-spanner. Due to its low price tag, a lot of
naked bike riders buy the CB and then try and modify it into something a bit meaner. There are
some great mods you can do and adding a chunky set of Renthal bars, lower gearing and a bit
of cosmetics such as a belly pan can give the CB a far meaner attitude. But by the same token
you need to be wary of a modified bike. There are loads and loads of CBRs out there, most of
which are in excellent condition so take your time and buy a good one. Honda CBR - Used bike
guide. By Jon Urry. Riding position: The CBR is a naked bike, so the riding position is exactly
what you would expect â€” upright and exposed. Pillions: While the CB lacks any proper pillion
grab rails, there are indents on the bottom of the seat unit that act as hold points. Then: A lot
was expected of the CBR in , but sadly it failed to meet expectations. Check for: The CBR is a
very good used buy as so little goes wrong with it, effectively you are buying on condition and
extras, which is a good starting point for any second hand purchase. Prices: There are loads
and loads of CBRs out there, most of which are in excellent condition so take your time and buy
a good one. Recommended articles. Honda CBR Review. Honda CBR. Latest News from Bike
Social. Seat height. Tank size. Trying to figure out which of these bikes or scooters to buy? This
comparison has been carried out on the basis of prices, engine specifications, mileage, and
features of these two-wheelers. Select Model. Select Variant. Show Similarities Hide Similarities.
Honda CB R. Fireblade Fireblade SP. Ex-Showroom Price. Engine CC Fuel Consumption. Fuel
Tank Capacity Dimension and Weight. Kerb Weight kg kg Length mm mm Width mm mm Height
mm mm Wheelbase mm mm Ground Clearance mm mm Seat Height mm mm. Chassis and
Suspension. Wheel and Tyres. Battery 12V 8. Standard Features. Additonal Features. Key
Features. Ex-showroom Price. BMW R nine T BMW K BMW S R Hero Karizma ZMR Kawasaki
Ninja Honda CB R Disclaimer: carandbike team has taken the utmost care to ensure the
accuracy of the information provided above, however, we recommend that you contact the
manufacturer or your nearest dealership to confirm the details. Select your City. New Delhi.
Hydraulically Actuated Clutch. Mono-backbono;cast Aluminium. Diamond; Aluminium
Composite Twin-spar. Hydraulic Disc With 4-piston Caliper. Hydraulic Disc With -piston Caliper.
Tight, Compact, and Aerodynamic Fairings and Headlight. The plan.. I will hopefuly be getting a
new bike in just under a month or so no longer cover by the new drivers act If you mean the
CbR, i nearly bought, but took a test on the street and fell in love needless to say the cb idea
went byebye, which is good as it saved me 2 grand. Top man! I appreciate people who can
admit that they don't need the latest hot poop sports machinery! You can't easily take a part
from one bike and then fit it to another. Ooo Ooo Ooo, when are Honda releasing that? Tis small
and light, so i don't look like a midget on it. Hahaha nooo one of these Nice, a few mods and it
would look amazing. Picture it. Nice bikes, test rode one when honda were doing the test rides
with free prize draw win what u ride didnt win.. Fast, comfy, more sporty position than my
hornet, and a Honda, so likely to be Bomb proof, although a new model so may be some design
flaws that get ironed out. Not heard of any though? They use the fireblade engine? I assume it is
lifted from a diff model and not a new engine design? Wave cheersfor the info. Full on commited
riding position, the bike is incredibly stiff and coming from a sports tourer it's going to be like
riding an iron girder. Tall gearing, tall enough that as stock, the bike has a hard time holding
sub 30mph speeds without wanting to behave like one of those bucking bronco rides In all it's
not a bike designed for a quick pootle down to the shops, and getting caught behind 20mph
traffic will have you hating life. On the flipside though, it's utterly reliable and beautifully made,
a few tasteful mods and it's a spectacular, if rather full on experience. Seb, just had to but in
and say thats a fantastic post. I admire your honesty, people are all to quick to defend their
bikes to the hilt and seeing someone admit that they love their bike despite its flaws is very
refreshing! Went to my Honda dealer on the 4th with my dad as he's back from summer and
wanted to look around for a bike he's going to keep for the rest of his days that he's capable. He
caught a glimpse of the CBR and dribbled a little bit. It was his birthday on the 5th so I called up
and booked a test ride for him the following day without him knowing. Arsehole didn't come
back for 45 minutes after that and came back grinning like a 5 year old boy that's just
discovered his willy. Took me out on the back and it's a bit of a weapon, he's got an FZ6 over in
Dubai which I love but he's not so keen on as you've gotta give it a bit of a thrashing to get
much out of it. The CB on the other hand. Pottering along in 4th gear and wound it on and got to

mph very quickly. Pulls like a freight train which surprised me for an IL4. Can't really give you
much more insight than that as I haven't got an english license so I can't ride over here just yet.
But fuck me when I do, I know what bike I want. Looks gorgeous as well encompassing Honda
build quality and reliability. I'd say do it and don't think twice about it. Statisticly more likely to
happen than Korn being on here. As stock they sound pretty horrible, constant geared cam
whine doesn't sound too good without a good bass line to go with it. Race cans sound
incredible though, I've got harris high level pipes on mine and the sound is just apocalyptic. If
your rating is revoked you will lose karma Have you read the ratings guide? Read the Terms of
Use! Resend my activation email : Register : Log in. View previous topic : View next topic. This
post is not being displayed. Blackwolf Burgerfist Joined: 19 Nov Karma :. Back to top. You must
be logged in to rate posts. MarJay But it's British! Joined: 15 Sep Karma :. I can touch the floor
with both feet comfortably for a change. Faraz Nearly there Joined: 26 May Karma :. Old Thread
Alert! The last post was made 11 years, days ago. Instead of replying here, would creating a new
thread be more useful? All times are GMT. You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot
reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot delete your
posts in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum You cannot attach files in this forum
You cannot download files in this forum. Please explain your rating. Please be fair in your
ratings! Remember UJMs? Honda kicked it off in with its groundbreaking CB, the first
mass-produced motorcycle with a transverse in-line four-cylinder engine and an overhead
camshaft. It was an air-cooled four-stroke with a five-speed transmission, a front disc brake, an
electric starter and an upright seating position. Honda created the formula and other Japanese
manufacturers followed it. Kawasaki launched the mighty cc Z1 for , Suzuki introduced the GS
for and, late to the party but the biggest reveler in the room, Yamaha brought out the XS for
There is developing, after all, a kind of Universal Japanese Motorcycleâ€¦conceived in
sameness, executed with precision, and produced by the thousands. Those UJMs, and the
standards of performance and reliability they established, revolutionized the world of
motorcycling. Decades later, descendants of those progenitors carry their DNA into the modern
era. To see how well the formula holds up in the 21st century, we gathered examples from
Honda, Kawasaki and Suzuki for a neo-retro comparo. As much as we would have loved to
include Yamaha for a proper battle of the Big Four, its contemporary XSR is powered by an
in-line triple that colors too far outside the lines of the UJM formula. Round mirrors on long
stalks, bullet-shaped analog gauges, a teardrop tank, a bench seat, a sculpted tail and gorgeous
Candytone Green paint with yellow stripes are all inspired by the original Z1. Even the flat
spokes of its cast wheels are designed to look like spoked wheels of yore. Originally conceived
by Hans Muth and reimagined by Rodolfo Frascoli, the Katana has a small fairing and
windscreen, and, like the CBR, a stubby tail section. Based on the GSX-S naked sportbike, the
Katana is powered by a cc DOHC in-line four derived from the GSX-R, tuned for street duty with
milder cam profiles and valve timing, steel rather than titanium valves, lighter pistons, a
stainless steel exhaust and a 6-speed transmission with an assist-and-slipper clutch. Three
bikes, three editors, two days. Before hitting the road, we strapped on soft luggage. None have
centerstands, and only the Kawasaki has a steel gas tank that accommodates a magnetic tank
bag, which carried our tools, flat repair kit and air pump. Its long, wide bench seat also has
room for a good-sized tail bag. With their short tails and small pillions, the Honda and Suzuki
only have space for small tail bags. With their refined, Swiss watch-like in-line fours, these
modern-day UJMs are impeccably smooth. Snicking their transmissions into sixth gear and
cruising at a steady speed is a sublime experience, with minimal vibration or unwanted
perturbations. None have cruise control, but with fuel capacities ranging from 3. Upright seating
positions and windblast on the chest keep weight off the wrists on all three, but there are
notable differences in legroom. The Honda and Suzuki have the tallest seat heights Even though
the Kawi has the lowest seat height With only 10 pounds separating their curb weights and
modest differences in chassis geometry, their engine performance, brakes and suspension are
what set these bikes apart. In terms of outright horsepower and torque, the Honda and Suzuki,
both of which have sportbike-derived engines, come out on top. The Suzuki is the strongest,
churning out The Honda peaks at Although the Kawasaki generates only With their more
compact cockpits and high-revving power, the Honda and Suzuki lean more toward the sport
end of the sport standard spectrum. Sportbike-caliber front brakes, with pairs of radial-mount
monoblock 4-piston opposed calipers clamping large discs, deliver serious stopping power
across the board, but the Honda has a slight edge in feel. Adding to a sense of confidence on
the Honda are its Bridgestone Battlax Hypersport S21 radials, which have noticeably more grip
but likely less mileage in the long run than the Dunlop radials on the Kawasaki and Suzuki.
Despite being down on peak power and more softly sprung, the Kawasaki is by no means a boat
anchor or a couch on wheels. The ZRS stokes the flames of nostalgia while providing a more

spacious, relaxed and comfortable riding experience, with every potentially rough edge sanded
smooth. The Katana, on the other hand, is essentially a GSX-S with plastic bodywork and a
more upright riding position. For sheer power and sporting prowess, the Suzuki gets top marks,
but its small 3. Type: Liquid-cooled, transverse in-line four Displacement: cc Bore x Stroke:
Valve Insp. Transmission: 6-speed, hydraulically actuated wet assist-and-slipper clutch Final
Drive: O-ring chain. Ignition: Fully transistorized Charging Output: watts max. Battery: 12V 8.
Frame: Mono-backbone steel frame, single-sided cast aluminum swingarm Wheelbase: Seat
Height: Suspension, Front: 43mm USD fork, fully adj. Rear: Cast, 6. Load Capacity: lbs. GVWR:
lbs. Fuel Capacity: 4. Transmission: 6-speed, wet assist-and-slipper clutch Final Drive: O-ring
chain. Battery: 12V 8AH. Suspension, Front: 41mm USD fork, fully adj. Rear: Cast, 5.
Transmission: 6-speed, cable-actuated assist-and-slipper clutch Final Drive: O-ring chain.
Ignition: Transistorized, digital electronic Charging Output: watts max. Fuel Capacity: 3. It sure
would be nice if you could do a bit more homework before publishing this, the original Katana
was a model and it was a cc engine, not a cc. I will date myself, I was there and almost bought
one. Perhaps it is you who should do the homework. The first Katana was a model and had a
1,cc engine. It was not sold in the U. The following year, in , it was brought here but in a smaller
cc version for racing homologation reasons I believe. Awesome Jenny. The 1st Katana available
was released in Europe as a cc. I was one of the first in the UK to buy one. It went well but it
weaved in a long fast corner, not dangerous but challenging on the limit. Would have been nice
to see the Triumph Speed Twin in the mix. It looks more like my CB, or a CB, than any of the
three tested here; and its performance might be not far off from this group of bikes but has very
good looks. Common on the web, some people, even after being repeatedly told, just do not
quite get the UJM criteria. In summary, lotta confusion. Any of these bikes would make that look
like what it is â€” a cruiser with a tad less lard. These machines have modern performance with
styling references to the past. Good enough. Can I give this magazine a: Thank you, well done
to all involved in its production, and please keep up the good work and interest content. I speak
both personally and on behalf of the UK riding community. A7 and A10 cc. Currently own a
Kawasaki ZRs. Great bike with about 10, miles and no problems starting each morning.
Commute every day on it. Editors were our bosses who assigned, evaluated, and sometimes
tweaked our written work. A similar phenomenon exists in movies and television. During
opening credits count the number of executive producers listed-you usually need fingers from
at least two hands. Right on Tom Reece. Nowadays, everyone seems to be afflicted with great
self importance, and as a result, most organizations including businesses , have too many
chiefs and not nearly enough indians no PC in me. The Honda has The old blade engine has
been refined and up rated from the to CBR. It has larger throttle bodies and forged as opposed
to cast pistons and higher valve lift. It is typical superb Honda engineering.. A pussy at in town
tooting around in top gear or a snarling rev monkey out on the open road in full fat sport mode.
But a point is being missed here the kawa and the suzi are both fine bikes, but they are full
retro. In the case of the KawaRS just a straight copy. It is new, modern and innovative. It has
naked cafe references, but also moves things on. These have all been game changers. Well
done Honda I reckon. I did a lot of research, watching YouTube video and reading sites like
these. So far i like it but definitely need to invest in a front fairing because im getting slammed
with alot of wind!. I saw PUIG makes a nice one. Anyone have any suggestions of other
manufacturers? Cycle World dyno with the new CB producing The Honda is really down on
power compared to the Suzuki. Hey guys I just bought a version of this Honda in red and wow
she is good looking!!! I have several other bikes but I cannot wait for the weather to allow me to
try her. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider Magazine. Which model saddle bag
and tank bag on the Kawasaki? I am interested in getting those. Thanks for the article! Please
enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email
address! Most Popular. What's New? Greg Drevenstedt - February 19, Greg Drevenstedt February 17, Starting with the CBR; completely restyled, from the sleek headlight, to the newly
redesigned aluminum subframe, with an individual and aggressive character. And for an even
more hand-crafted look, the CBR Black Edition is the epitome of style through its individual
design. Stripped back to bare essentials, this roadster is built for the pure pleasure of riding.
The feeling, sensation and sound draw you in to a world of exhilarating, dynamic forward
motion. And, after a ride, endless engineering details surrounding that four-cylinder engine
build into a unique motorcycle form, holding your attention for hours. The CBR is one such
bike. It stood out from the crowd by moving away from the standard super sports-derived big
naked formula, melding exhilarating function to a form that offered a radically fresh, visually
stunning two-wheeled aesthetic. Combining more with less, the reborn CBR gave its rider a
huge amount of usable engine performance, with the control of a super sports machine. Minor

cosmetic updates for further enhanced its premium status. Now, for , the CBR moves forward
significantly, both in terms of style and rider engagement. The headlight, too, evolves in shape
and now slants back, while intricately crafted new wheels add to the engineering prowess on
display. The signature round headlight, now housed in a teardrop-shaped surround, is now
angled backwards, sending the eye back past the smaller side shrouds to the redesigned
upward-slanting rear subframe. Intricately-crafted new seven spoke wheels add further
aesthetic depth. As such, it is not standing still for ; the CBR takes the impressive styling
statement made in as a springboard, and turns up the dial. New 7-spoke cast aluminium wheels
add an intricate, head-turning finish. From tip to tail the flow is harmonious: the
instantly-recognisable round headlight now sits in a teardrop style surround, and lays
backwards between the forks; the burnished aluminium radiator shrouds are much more
compact and angled into the direction of travel, a design cue mirrored by the airbox covers. The
sinuous aluminium subframe, completely redesigned, is now finished in aluminium rather than
black highlighting the stark minimalism of the rear. And not to miss an aesthetic detail, the
number plate mount is also smaller. While it may turn heads and stop traffic with its revised
looks, the day-to-day practicalities have also not been overlooked, and real-world ease-of-use is
improved with the new CBR. Management is via the buttons on the left handlebar. Also
incorporated into the interface is the new Honda Smartphone Voice Control HSVC system,
which links the rider to their smartphone while on the move and allows voice management of
phone calls, email, music and navigation. A helmet-mounted headset is needed and the
smartphone connects to the dash via Bluetooth; management of HSVC is also possible using
buttons the left switchgear. Under hard braking, the hazard lights flash to warn other road users
a hard stop is in process. The indicators also auto-cancel; rather than using a simple timer, the
system compares front and rear wheel speed difference and calculates when to cancel the
indication relative to the situation. Bore and stroke are set at 75mm x The redline begins at
11,rpm and the rev-limiter cuts in at 12,rpm; the only changes for are optimised PGM-FI settings
â€” smoothing power delivery and improving response â€” and EURO5 compliance. Inlet valve
lift is set at 8. The pistons are constructed from forged aluminium. The exhaust note has been
tuned internally, meaning that as the revs rise past 5,rpm it takes on a significantly deeper,
more raw tone. For EURO5 compliance, the 0 2 lambda exhaust sensors have been replaced
with Linear Air Flow LAF sensors in the downpipes to allow for much more accurate
measurement of the spent gases. The engine returns fuel efficiency of The riding modes offer
different combinations of each parameter. The lower levels of power and torque delivery are
focused on the first 3 gears. It softens the power delivery a little out of first and second gear,
and uses a power delivery just below that of SPORT mode, with reduced torque at partial
throttle openings. USER mode allows the rider to choose between the 3 settings for each
parameter and save the setting for future use. Wheelbase is mm with wet weight of kg. Weight
bias is The flangeless fuel tank too, is broad-shouldered, but heavily cut-away to allow plenty of
knee room. It contains all the damping function in one leg, reducing weight, while delivering
compliance, comfort and control across a broad range of riding conditions. The Showa rear
shock, adjusts for spring preload, and rebound damping. Up front, dual radial-mount four-piston
front calipers bite mm floating discs, matched to a twin-piston caliper and mm rear, and
2-channel ABS. Please note that the figures provided are results obtained by Honda under
standardised testing conditions prescribed by WMTC. Tests are conducted on a rolling road
using a standard version of the vehicle with only one rider and no additional optional
equipment. Actual fuel consumption may vary depending on how you rid
painless fuse box
e350 fuse diagram
wiring a toggle switch diagram
e, how you maintain your vehicle, weather, road conditions, tire pressure, installation of
accessories, cargo, rider and passenger weight, and other factors. Working on various setting
and tyre options, Valentino Rossi and Maverick [â€¦]. The Ducati Team rider was operated
yesterday evening a few hours after getting injured. Since the operation had a positive outcome,
he will be able to start physiotherapy immediately to be ready in time for [â€¦]. Alex Lowes
returned to the podium today in Misano, with a superb ride to second place in the lap Superpole
sprint race. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total
Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you.

